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Abstract

While text-to-video (T2V) generative models produce ex-
ceptionally realistic videos, they lack a comprehensive eval-
uation across the temporal dimension, with a limited fo-
cus on basic dynamics including camera transitions, move-
ment, and event sequences. In this work, we introduce
T2VBench, a comprehensive T2V evaluation benchmark
enriched with temporal dynamics lexicons derived from cu-
rated temporal words on Wikipedia. T2VBench is a hier-
archical evaluation framework comprising over 1,600 tem-
porally rich prompts and 5,000 generated videos with hu-
man ratings, spanning 16 critical temporal evaluation di-
mensions. We assess three leading text-to-video models,
including ZeroScope and Pika, to gauge their proficiency
in handling temporal dynamics. Our analysis highlights
the strengths and limitations of these models across various
temporal aspects. Furthermore, we provide insights into fu-
ture directions for enhancing text-to-video evaluation met-
rics and offer a detailed analysis of these models’ perfor-
mance across the temporal dimensions. Overall, T2VBench
is the first-of-its-kind comprehensive benchmark fully fo-
cused on temporal dynamics for text-to-video evaluation. It
aims to facilitate scientific benchmarking of both generative
models and automated metrics on text-to-video generation.

1. Introduction
Generative models have seen significant advancements

in recent years across various domains, such as computer
vision [1, 2], robotics [3, 4], and scientific fields [5]. In
the realm of computer vision, diffusion models have pro-
pelled the field of text-to-video (T2V) generation forward,
enabling the creation of customized videos directly from
textual prompts. This has been demonstrated by pioneer-
ing works such as those mentioned in [6–10]. OpenAI’s
Sora [11], which utilizes diffusion transformers [12], repre-
sents a landmark development with its unparalleled ability
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Figure 1. Leaderboard of Text-to-Video Models on T2VBench.
Our hierarchical evaluation benchmark offers an in-depth analysis
of model performance across the temporal dimension, encompass-
ing a wide range of dynamics. This comprehensive assessment
includes a detailed examination of 16 specific aspects for text-to-
video (T2V) evaluation. To facilitate comparison, all scores are
normalized to a maximum of 100.

to generate videos. These videos are not only realistic but
also capable of robust physical simulations. The emergence
of T2V generative models necessitates the development of
comprehensive evaluation benchmarks to assess the quality
of these models more thoroughly.

Expanding the Horizon of Text-to-Video Evaluation.
Prior works have laid the foundation for benchmarks assess-
ing the quality of text-to-video synthesis. EvalCrafter [13]
took an initial step by establishing a pipeline for generation
and incorporating human ratings to regularize the evaluation
of these models. Subsequently, FETV [14] advanced the
field significantly by introducing attribute control in both
spatial and temporal dimensions, resulting in a more com-
prehensive and meaningful benchmark. However, the re-
lease of Sora has revealed that current text-to-video models
still struggle with temporal consistency, such as the unex-
pected disappearance of objects. Therefore, it is crucial to
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Figure 2. Illustration of the Fine-grained Structure for Crafting Evaluation Dimensions. The structure of T2VBench organizes
lexicons across three tiers: Event Dynamics, Visual Dynamics, and Narrative Dynamics. Each tier is intricately subdivided into 7 and 16
aspects, respectively, offering an exhaustive framework for the evaluation criteria applicable to a wide array of samples.

introduce benchmarks that focus more on capturing tempo-
ral consistency. In this paper, we provide a more refined
prompting approach for the temporal dimension and intro-
duce a benchmark that more effectively represents temporal
coherence in text-to-video evaluation.

A comprehensive benchmark across temporal dy-
namics. Current benchmarks primarily focus on spatial
aspects and basic temporal tasks such as the sequencing
of events, failing to provide a detailed and comprehensive
evaluation of Text-to-Video (T2V) models. To address this
issue, we have compiled a word bag from Wikipedia and
developed a temporal lexicon rich in temporal dynamics.
Furthermore, we have introduced an automated process to
generate a wide variety of prompts, each reflecting different
types of temporal change. This process allows for the cre-
ation of prompts that encompass a broad spectrum of tem-
poral dynamics, facilitating a more nuanced evaluation of
Text-to-Video models. As a result, we have collected 1,680
prompts that are rich in temporal information, enabling an
extensive evaluation. These prompts are supplemented with
thorough annotations based on human preferences, further
enhancing the value of our benchmark.

Assess models and automatic metrics on T2VBench.
Upon prompting for temporal text and video generation, we
evaluate our models using a suite of rich text-to-video eval-
uation metrics beyond human ratings. Our benchmarks are
appraised using classical text-to-vision scores such as the
CLIPScore [15] and the BLIPScore [16], in addition to met-
rics that utilize human feedback, including ImageReward
[17], PickScore [18], and HPSv2 [19]. To our knowledge,

we are the first to assess our benchmark using the VQAS-
core [20]. The VQAScore represents a significant advance-
ment, leveraging Vision-Language Models (VLMs) such as
LLaVA [21] and InstructBLIP [22], which can directly and
comprehensively understand visual content. However, as
text-to-video models advance and prompts become more
flexible, there is a growing need for modern evaluation met-
rics that assess the consistency between the generated video
and lengthy text prompts. This drives the development of
new metrics aligned with the evolving requirements.

In summary, our contributions are as follows:
• We introduce T2VBench, the first hierarchical and com-

prehensive benchmark specifically designed for temporal
dynamics in text-to-video evaluation, encompassing over
1,600 prompts and 5,000 generated videos enriched with
lexicons that effectively capture temporal dynamics.

• We conduct a thorough analysis of the most popular T2V
models, examining their capabilities across various eval-
uation aspects and scrutinizing their performance in han-
dling 16 critical aspects of temporal dynamics.

• We evaluate automatic metrics for their effectiveness in
temporal assessment within our benchmark and offer in-
sightful recommendations for the evaluation of generative
foundation models (GenFMs).

2. Related Works
2.1. Evaluation on Text-to-video Generative Models

Alignment and quality are two main streams of text-to-
visual evaluation. While human feedback excels in preci-
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Table 1. Comparing Temporal Evaluation Skill Coverage Across Benchmarks. In comparison to existing text-to-video benchmarks,
our benchmark provides fine-grained coverage of all essential temporal skills across a range of temporal dynamics, particularly in advanced
and complex scenarios, laying the foundation for a comprehensive text-to-video evaluation.

Benchmarks
Event Dynamics Visual Dynamics Narrative Dynamics

Event
Sequence

Aggregated
Entities

Scene
Transition

Event
Timing

Cause
& Effect

Camera Perspective
Transition

Direction of
Movement

Geometry
Change

Age
Change

Acceleration
&Speed

Lighting
& Shadows

Emotional
Change

Weather Pattern
Change

EvalCrafter [13] ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

T2VScore [23] ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

FETV [14] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

Video-Bench [24] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

VBench [25] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

MSR-VTT [26] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

Ours ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

sion, it comes with considerable expense. In contrast, auto-
mated metrics [27–29], such as the Video Inception Score
and Kernel Video Distance, have been introduced for video
quality evaluation. However, evaluation of Text-to-Video
alignment currently has only a few methods [23], which
remain under construction. Encouragingly, the advent of
vision-language foundation models (VLMs) has brought
image-based evaluation metrics [20, 30–40], such as CLIP-
Score, BLIPScore, and VQAScore, into focus. These met-
rics enhance the assessment of generative videos through
their superior ability to comprehensively gauge alignment.

2.2. Benchmarks for Text-to-Video Generation

The advancement of text-to-video generative models
[8, 11, 41–43] has spurred the development of specialized
evaluation benchmarks. Recently proposed benchmarks,
such as EvalCrafter [13], represent pioneering efforts in as-
sessing large T2V models, focusing on video quality, con-
sistency, and alignment with the input text. Following this,
FETV [44] introduced a hierarchical approach to crafting
prompts that encapsulate fundamental aspects of spatial and
temporal evaluation, such as motion and visual storytelling.
T2VScore [23] further refines this approach by leverag-
ing EvalCrafter’s prompts to enhance annotations with a
particular emphasis on video quality. Despite these ad-
vancements, current benchmarks fail to evaluate the com-
prehensive temporal dynamics in generative videos, a gap
highlighted by the analysis in Tab.1. To our knowledge,
T2VBench, rooted in a carefully crafted temporal lexicon,
stands out as a pioneering benchmark aimed at compre-
hensively assessing the temporal dimension in text-to-video
generative models.

3. T2VBench: A Comprehensive Hierarchical
Benchmark for Text-to-video Evaluation

In this section, we introduce the insights behind the con-
struction of our benchmark and pipeline, as shown in Fig. 2,
and provide statistics to highlight its effectiveness for com-
prehensive text-to-video evaluation.

Figure 3. Hierarchical Structure of Evaluation Aspects. Lever-
aging a meticulously designed hierarchical lexicon for assessing
text-to-video generation, we’ve amassed a collection of hierarchi-
cal evaluation perspectives spanning the temporal dimension. Our
benchmarks encompass a majority of event dynamics, followed by
visual dynamics, mirroring the distribution found in the real world.
Each category is further divided into fine-grained classes, ensuring
an average of 100 samples corresponding to each aspect.

3.1. Towards Temporal Dynamics

Lexicons rich in temporal dynamics. Comprehensive
evaluation is driven by fine-grained evaluation dimensions.
Here, we propose a keyword-based depth-first search recur-
sion method on Wikipedia to identify time-related effects in
the form of words, phrases, and sentences. Over 5,000 en-
tries are collected through this process. We then curate these
collected data by manually removing duplicates based on
semantics and their importance across real-world distribu-
tion. Finally, we compile an evaluation word bag covering
323 critical temporally-related words and phrases for text-
to-video evaluation. This word bag consists of temporal ele-
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ments including consistency, logic, interaction, simulation,
etc. The evaluation word bag will be published alongside
our benchmark to facilitate further research and analysis in
the field.

Figure 4. T2VBench is a Temporally Diverse, Semantically-
Rich Benchmark for Text-to-Video Evaluation. Analyzing cap-
tions and video lengths reveals our benchmark’s significant seman-
tic diversity, shown by a high CTTR, covering captions from 5 to
30 words to reflect real-world video descriptions. This ensures a
broad temporal exploration for comprehensive T2V evaluation.

Evaluation Dimension Crafting. Leveraging lexicons
rich in temporal dynamics and semantics [45–53], we
present a hierarchical structure through fine-grained clas-
sification. The lexicon is segmented into three levels, con-
sidering the frequency and temporal characteristics of real-
world distributions, as illustrated in Fig.3. These levels
encompass Event Dynamics, Visual Dynamics, and Narra-
tive Dynamics. Following the principle of comprehensively
covering evaluation aspects, the second and third levels are
further divided using the same methodology into 7 and 16
aspects, respectively, as shown in Tab. 2.

3.2. Benchmark Construction

Temporal Prompts Creation. Grounded in the metic-
ulously crafted evaluation dimensions, we curate prompts
rich in temporal semantics to thoroughly assess text-to-
video generation models. We manually create 100 prompts
for each primary evaluation aspect, ensuring that each
prompt encompasses 2 to 5 sub-evaluation aspects from at
least two secondary categories. Subsequently, we evaluate
the prompts’ alignment with real-world scenarios to refine
our selection. To avoid prompts that are open to diverse
interpretations, which could lead to inaccurate evaluations,
we carefully guide the designers in prompt creation. Ul-
timately, we compile 1,680 semantically rich prompts, en-
capsulating diverse temporal dynamics for a comprehensive
evaluation of text-to-video capabilities.

Visual Content Generation. We evaluate three of the
most popular text-to-video models: ModelScope [8], Zero-
scope [42], and Pika [41]. Utilizing the collected prompts,
we generate videos through their respective APIs or web-
sites. To ensure the stability and reliability of the generated
content, we create five videos for each prompt and calculate
their average performance across various metrics.

Human Ratings Collection. To assist and validate
the reliability of automatic metrics within our text-to-video
benchmark, we gather human preferences for the generated
videos. We employ a 1-5 Likert scale to collect human rat-
ings, adhering to a specified annotation protocol [54]. Each
(prompt, video) pair is evaluated by three annotators, with
their average rating serving as the final score. Through-
out this process, we monitor the variance among annotator
scores on identical samples to ensure the quality of the an-
notations. A concise overview of our benchmark is depicted
in Fig. 4. The benchmark features an average prompt length
of 15.7 words, with video durations averaging three sec-
onds, aligning with the existing upper limit of high-quality,
open-source T2V model capabilities. Additionally, over
80% of our prompts exhibit high lexical diversity, as mea-
sured by the Corrected Type-Token Ratio (CTTR) [55], in-
dicating rich semantic content and a robust temporal dimen-
sion for evaluation.

4. Towards Temporal Dynamics Evaluation

In this section, we delve into the evaluation of temporal
dynamics through a detailed examination of leading Text-
to-Video (T2V) models that have been made available as
open-source. Our goal is to assess their capabilities in cap-
turing the intricate temporal nuances inherent in video gen-
eration.

4.1. Text-to-Video Generative Models

For our analysis, we have selected three T2V models
that are not only representative of current technological ad-
vancements but are also publicly accessible, ensuring the
reproducibility of our findings.

ModelScope [8] is an advanced diffusion-based T2V
model, enhancing the Stable Diffusion framework with tem-
poral convolution and attention mechanisms. It’s trained
on image-text and video-text datasets, demonstrating broad
media adaptability.

ZeroScope [42] is a T2V model derived from Mod-
elScope, notable for its watermark-free videos. It’s opti-
mized for 16:9 video formats, ideal for widescreen content.

Pika [41] is a publicly available T2V model, that excels
at interpreting and stitching together sequential images into
fluid video narratives.
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Table 2. Definition of Fine-Grained Evaluation Perspectives for Temporal Dynamics. The evaluation criteria, derived from our
extensive words-bag, cover the most essential aspects of video evaluation, reflecting real-world distributions.

Evaluation Types Definition Examples

Temporal Evaluation Dimensions

Explicit event sequence
For a single entity, two consecutive actions: do A
then do B. The cat stretches lazily, then curls up for a nap.

Implicit event sequence
For a single entity, two consecutive actions:
before, after. The rainbow appears after the rain.

Explicit event sequence
or multiple entities executing the same action at a
time, two consecutive actions. The cars stop at the red light, then accelerate as soon as it turns green.

Implicit event sequence
or multiple entities executing the same action at a
time, two consecutive actions: before, after. After entering the classroom, students take their seats.

Aggregated entities One entity at first and then two joins in. There are 3 children playing together and then one other child joins in.

Scene transition One transition, from one scene to the other. The scene transitions from inside the café to the street outside.

Event timing Explicitly points out the time of one action. The girl stared at the refrigerator for 2 seconds and then opened the refrigerator.

Camera perspective transition One transition, e.g. from the side to the front. The camera shifts from a high-angle view overlooking the city skyline to a
low-angle close-up of a bustling street corner.

Direction of movement
From one direction to the other, e.g. from
forward to right. The boy runs forward initially, then makes a right turn at the intersection.

Emotional change From one emotion to another. She frowns slightly, then her lips twitch into a faint smile.

Shape change Transform from one shape to another. The leaves wilt, then regenerate, transforming their structure.

Weather pattern change From one type of weather to another. The sun disappears behind clouds.

Age change Gradually mature. The girl grows up from a child and now she is a university student.

Acceleration and speed Accelerate or Decelerate. The athlete sprints faster, then crosses the finish line with lightning speed.

Lighting and shadows Light changing. The storm clouds gather, darkening the sky and deepening the shadows.

Cause and effect
Event changing in appropriate time line due to
cause and effect. The fire then led to the burning of the house and the family’s panicked escape.

4.2. Experimental Setting

Evaluation Criteria. Our comprehensive benchmark-
ing study evaluates the performance of the models across
16 distinct time scales, utilizing a core subset of 560 sam-
ples to enable a thorough analysis of their temporal dynam-
ics. We consolidate our findings into three overarching cat-
egories for clarity: Event Dynamics, Visual Dynamics, and
Narrative Dynamics. Qualitatively, Event Dynamics evalu-
ates the model’s proficiency in understanding and generat-
ing video content that accurately reflects the progression of
events. Visual Dynamics examines the model’s capability
to maintain visual consistency and realism throughout the
video. Narrative Dynamics, on the other hand, assesses the
model’s ability to weave coherent and engaging stories, en-
suring that the video content is not only visually appealing
but also meaningful.

Evaluation Metrics. Our evaluation framework is
grounded in human annotations, amassing ratings for each
(prompt, video) pair. As delineated in Sec. 3.2, we adhere

to stringent guidelines for annotating to ensure fairness and
precision in our human ratings. These ratings are scaled
from 1 to 5, where 1 indicates the lowest alignment and 5
represents the highest.

4.3. Results and Analysis

Comprehensive T2V Evaluation Leaderboard. Our
analysis provides a detailed assessment of T2V models,
supported by extensive human ratings to underline their ca-
pabilities in handling temporal dynamics. The summarized
outcomes, depicted in Fig. 5 alongside detailed compar-
isons in Tab. 3, shed light on the distinct strengths and ar-
eas needing enhancement for each model. ZeroScope leads
in the overall text-to-video conversion, followed closely by
Pika and ModelScope.

Fine-grained Evaluation across Temporal Dynamics.
ZeroScope excels in event dynamics, particularly with Ag-
gregated Entities and Event Timing, indicating its supe-
rior handling of complex scenes and precise event sequenc-
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Table 3. Fine-Grained Evaluation Leaderboard on T2VBench. Elevating beyond existing text-to-video benchmarks, T2VBench offers
a detailed assessment of temporal dynamics for contemporary text-to-video generative models. Our analysis reveals that Zeroscope stands
out in event dynamics, while Pika showcases exceptional prowess in both visual and narrative dynamics.

Benchmarks
Event Dynamics Visual Dynamics Narrative Dynamics

Event
Sequence

Aggregated
Entities

Scene
Transition

Event
Timing

Cause
& Effect

Camera Perspective
Transition

Direction of
Movement

Geometry
Change

Age
Change

Acceleration
&Speed

Lighting
& Shadows

Emotional
Change

Weather Pattern
Change

ModelScope [8] 3.4 3.6 3.8 2.2 2.7 3.8 2.9 3.7 3.3 3.2 2.4 2.5 3.3

ZeroScope [42] 3.6 4.0 3.8 3.1 2.5 4.1 3.1 3.1 2.6 1.8 4.2 2.3 3.9

Pika [41] 3.2 2.4 3.3 1.6 2.2 4.1 3.6 3.8 3.7 3.3 3.3 3.5 3.7

ing. On the other hand, Pika shines in visual and narra-
tive dynamics, excelling in depicting movement and emo-
tional shifts. This suggests Pika’s adeptness at captur-
ing the semantic essence of videos and enhancing environ-
mental storytelling with dynamic elements like changing
weather patterns. Nonetheless, Pika falls short in aspects
of event dynamics, such as timing and sequence, pointing
to a need for improvement in its logical processing capa-
bilities. When compared to ModelScope, Pika resembles a
liberal arts scholar, showcasing a nuanced understanding of
color and visual dynamics. In contrast, ZeroScope demon-
strates exceptional skill in generating scenarios with signifi-
cant changes, like shifting camera perspectives, while main-
taining consistency. This attribute positions it as a promis-
ing foundation for AI-driven movie production, indicating
its potential to revolutionize content creation with its adept
handling of dynamic and complex narrative structures.

Significant Progress, Yet Miles to Go for T2V Gener-
ation. Our exploration of three leading open-source text-to-
video (T2V) models reveals diverse strengths in T2V gen-
eration. Despite this, their performance, as reflected by the
annotated scores hovering around a mark of three, denoting
”Has several minor discrepancies”, underscores the rigor-
ous challenges posed by our comprehensive temporal dy-
namics benchmark. This outcome signals a pivotal oppor-
tunity; we aspire for our evaluation framework to act as a
catalyst, empowering T2V models to refine and elevate their
video generation capabilities.

5. Automatic Metrics on Temporal Dynamics

To facilitate automatic evaluation, our benchmark intro-
duces insights into automatic metrics and conducts a de-
tailed analysis to determine which metric is best suited for
comprehensive text-to-video evaluation.

Automatic Metrics. To ensure a robust and comprehen-
sive evaluation, our benchmark incorporates a diverse ar-
ray of automatic metrics from different paradigms, includ-
ing CLIPScore [15], BLIPScore [31], ImageReward [33],
PickScore [32], HPSv2 [34], and VQAScore [20], along-
side subjective assessments through human preferences. As
mentioned in Sec. 2, due to the scarcity of text-to-video
models with high evaluation reasoning ability, we select

Rank Models Scores

ModelScore 3.2

ZeroScope 3.5

Pika 2.7

Rank Models Scores

ModelScore 3.2

ZeroScope 3.2

Pika 3.6

Rank Models Scores

ModelScore 2.9

ZeroScope 3.1

Pika 3.6

(a) Event Dynamics (b) Visual Dynamics

(c) Narrative Dynamics

Rank Models Scores

ModelScore 3.0

ZeroScope 3.3

Pika 3.2

(d) Total

Figure 5. T2V Evaluation Leaderboard Summary. ZeroScope
emerges as the frontrunner in text-to-video conversion efficacy,
with Pika and ModelScope closely trailing. The performance of
various models highlights their unique strengths in managing tem-
poral dynamics throughout text-to-video generation.

image-based methods for comprehensive evaluation over
our benchmark.

Experimental Setting. We extract 36 frames from each
generated video and feed them individually to the evalua-
tion models, taking the average score as the final score for
each sample. Notably, ImageReward scores range from -1
to 1, while all other scores range from 0 to 1.

5.1. Experimental Results

Leaderboard of T2V Evaluation with Automatic
Metrics. We report the performance of various metrics
on our benchmark in Tab. 4. The results reveal that Ze-
roscope surpasses other methods when evaluated with ad-
vanced metrics, such as VQAScore, which are achieved us-
ing Large Foundation Models with an increased number of
parameters.

Ambiguity in Metric Preferences. Analysis of re-
sults reveals a split in metric preferences: metrics fine-
tuned on human feedback show a predisposition towards
Pika, whereas VQAScore-based evaluations favor Zero-
Scope. This divergence indicates the nuanced nature of
automatic metrics in capturing different aspects of text-to-
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Table 4. Evaluating Text-to-Video Generation on T2VBench with Automatic Metrics. We assess text-to-video (T2V) models using
established, effective metrics. Our findings indicate significant variability in the discriminative capabilities of these metrics for T2V evalu-
ation. The VLM-based VQAScore exhibits superior evaluative performance across temporal dynamics, whereas the traditional CLIPScore
demonstrates limitations in accurately evaluating text-to-video generation.

CLIPScore
[15]

BLIPScore
[31]

ImageReward
[33]

PickScore
[32]

HPSv2
[34]

InstructBLIP
[56]

LLaVA1.5
[57]

CLIP-FlanT5
[20]

ShareGPT4V
[58]

Event Dynamics 0.22 0.23 -0.58 0.19 0.23 0.64 0.63 0.64 0.51

Visual Dynamics 0.23 0.19 -0.68 0.2 0.24 0.68 0.64 0.64 0.54

Narrative Dynamics 0.2 0.15 -0.62 0.19 0.24 0.65 0.58 0.58 0.48

Total 0.23 0.22 -0.57 0.19 0.24 0.66 0.64 0.64 0.53

Event Dynamics 0.23 0.29 -0.28 0.20 0.24 0.65 0.70 0.70 0.62

Visual Dynamics 0.23 0.30 -0.39 0.20 0.24 0.69 0.72 0.72 0.62

Narrative Dynamics 0.20 0.23 -0.72 0.20 0.24 0.65 0.72 0.72 0.58

Total 0.22 0.28 -0.38 0.20 0.24 0.67 0.71 0.71 0.62

Event Dynamics 0.22 0.23 -0.29 0.20 0.25 0.63 0.54 0.58 0.66

Visual Dynamics 0.24 0.34 -0.01 0.21 0.25 0.70 0.63 0.66 0.74

Narrative Dynamics 0.21 0.24 0.21 0.21 0.25 0.63 0.62 0.62 0.73

Total 0.22 0.27 -0.11 0.21 0.25 0.66 0.59 0.63 0.70

Metrics Evaluation
Dimensions

Baselines Finetuned on Human Feedback VQAScore-based Methods

ModelScope

ZeroScope

Pika

video generation. Further investigation into our diverse and
challenging prompts indicates that automatic metrics tend
to favor videos with less motion, suggesting a trade-off be-
tween visual consistency and semantic richness. Interest-
ingly, this dichotomy aligns with human preferences, which
lean towards Pika for its superior handling of visual dynam-
ics and movement, highlighting the complexity of balancing
technical precision with the richness of content in evaluat-
ing text-to-video models.

5.2. Metric Preferences across Temporal Dimension

Human Preference Alignment. The varying prefer-
ences shown by different metrics lead to misalignment and
inaccuracies. Therefore, prompted by this ambiguity, we
analyze their correlation with human judgment in assessing
temporally rich T2V generation. As illustrated in Tab. 5, we
explore metrics correlation, exemplified by Pairwise Accu-
racy [59], Pearson and Kendall [60]. VQA-based methods
typically exhibit a higher correlation with human judgments
on our benchmark, which is rich in temporal dynamics, ben-
efiting from the generative foundation models. This implies
that they could serve as reliable proxies in scenarios where
human ratings are scarce. This aligns with the observation
that ModelScope outperforms other methods when evalu-
ated against human ratings. Notably, we scale up the Pear-
son and Kendall with 100 for better demonstration.

Automatic Metrics and Human Rankings. Our anal-
ysis presents rankings of automatic metrics against hu-
man preference within the context of text-to-video eval-
uation, as depicted in Tab.5 and Fig.7. It emerges that
VQAScore-LLaVA1.5 aligns most closely with human
evaluations, demonstrating the highest correlation across

Table 5. Metrics Alignment with Human Preferences. In the
challenging text-to-video generation scenarios of T2VBench, both
VQAScore and ImageRewards exhibit a stronger alignment with
human preferences, suggesting their potential as effective auto-
matic metrics for T2V evaluation.

Methods Pairwise Acc Person Kendall

Baselines

CLIPScore [15] 42.77 (6) 20.48 (6) 12.31 (6)

BLIPv2Score [31] 39.64 (9) 6.16 (9) 5.07 (9)

Finetuned on human feedback

ImageReward [33] 50.11 (2) 39.63 (2) 29.27 (2)

PickScore [18] 42.59 (7) 16.41 (8) 11.88 (7)

HPSv2 [34] 42.50 (8) 16.85 (7) 11.67 (8)

VQAScore-based methods

InstructBLIP [56] 47.46 (5) 29.51 (5) 23.14 (5)

LLaVAv1.5 [61] 50.42 (1) 41.10 (1) 29.99 (1)
ShareGPT4V [58] 49.43 (3) 36.00 (3) 27.69 (3)

CLIP-FlanT5 [20] 47.64 (4) 33.01 (4) 23.56 (4)

Pearson, Kendall, and Pairwise Accuracy metrics. Inter-
estingly, while many metrics appear to diverge from human
preferences in text-to-video tasks, VQAScore utilizing the
LLaVA backbone stands out by reflecting human judgments
more accurately in our benchmark. This observation in-
dicates the importance of selecting appropriate evaluation
metrics that resonate with human assessments in the evolv-
ing landscape of text-to-video generation.
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Figure 6. Temporal Complexities and Challenges Inherent in Video Generation. We leverage automatic metrics over the entire video
duration on some samples from T2VBench, uncovering performance peaks at both the start and end of videos, contrasted by a significant
dip mid-video in dynamic contexts. This highlights the intricate temporal challenges faced in video generation.

3.0 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.3

3.0 3.1 3.2 3.3

3.0 3.1 3.2 3.3

3.0 3.1 3.2 3.3

Figure 7. Correlation Between Automatic Metrics and Human
Preferences in Text-to-Video Evaluations. The VQAScore-
LLaVA1.5 demonstrates a superior alignment with human judg-
ments, while T2Vmetric somewhat deviates from human prefer-
ences, indicating the critical need for refined automatic metrics in
text-to-video evaluations.

5.3. Findings and Insights

Unsuitability of CLIPScore for Text-to-Video Evalu-
ation. Tab. 4 shows that while each metric assesses differ-
ent facets, CLIPScore cannot distinguish effectively among
text-to-video (T2V) outputs, assigning similar scores across
varying models and prompts. This highlights its inadequacy
for nuanced T2V evaluation. Despite its widespread use, the
field must move towards more advanced evaluation methods
to capture the complexities of video generation.

Impact of Foundation Model Backbone on T2V Eval-
uation. The foundation model backbone significantly in-
fluences evaluation outcomes within the same framework.
As shown in Tab. 4, using InstructBLIP, with low align-
ment scores, blurs distinctions among models. Conversely,
LLaVA1.5, scoring highest in alignment, sharpens differ-
ences in our evaluation. This indicates the crucial role of
choosing the right foundation model backbone for precise
and effective evaluations.

Temporal Dynamics Challenge in T2V Models. Anal-
ysis with VQAScore-LLaVAv1.5 reveals a distinct perfor-
mance pattern in T2V models: high scores at video be-
ginnings and ends, with a dip in the middle, especially in
scenarios with significant changes like object movements
or scene transitions, as shown in Fig. 6. This pattern in-
dicates the complexity of handling temporal dynamics in
video generation, illustrating the unique challenges T2V
models face compared to T2I models and affirming the in-
tricate task of generating videos amidst dynamic changes.

Limitations of Current T2V Evaluation Metrics. Ac-
cording to Tab. 5, there’s still a significant discrepancy be-
tween the top metric’s Pearson correlation of 41.10 and hu-
man preferences, indicating the inadequacy of existing au-
tomatic metrics to reflect nuanced human judgments. How-
ever, despite the significant gap between human preferences
and automatic metrics, integrating generative models into
T2V evaluation processes may enhance evaluation, inspired
by the results of metrics that utilize GenFMs.

6. Discussion and Conclusion

Summary. T2VBench marks an important step in text-
to-video (T2V) evaluation, emphasizing the crucial role
of temporal dynamics. By introducing a comprehensive
benchmark with over 1,600 prompts and 5,000 videos rated
by humans, this work shines a light on the strengths and
challenges of leading models like ZeroScope and Pika in
capturing temporal nuances. It underscores the need for ad-
vanced evaluation metrics that can better assess temporal
coherence in generated videos. Overall, as the pioneering
comprehensive text-to-video benchmark, T2VBench not
only deepens our comprehension of existing T2V genera-
tive models but also provides guidance for future research
and development efforts.

Future work. We plan to further explore connections
between current image-based automatic metrics and video
scenarios involving temporal dynamics, to facilitate the de-
velopment of generative foundation models.
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